SAVE THE DATE
JULY 7-9, 2017
The 11th Annual Rocky Mountain ADR Retreat
Franciscan Retreat Center Colorado Springs, Colorado

We Are Thrilled To Announce Keynote Speaker G. Daniel Bowling
“The Influence of our Relationships with Time and Listening”
G. Daniel Bowling, Esq.
Co-Author of “BRINGING PEACE INTO THE ROOM”
Daniel served as the Executive Director of SPIDR, guiding its merger with 4
other ADR organizations creating ACR and serving as its first CEO. He has
practiced yoga and meditation for 38 years and teaches mindfulness
meditation. He is President of the Board of Spirit Rock Insight Meditation
Center, founded by Jack Kornfield in Woodacre, CA.
This retreat will focus on our unconscious and unmindful relationships with time and
listening – two attributes of every conflict that determine its potential for resolution. Our relationship with time is
driven almost exclusively by Clock Time – an unthinking, orthodox relationship that ignores time’s
multidimensional nature and robs us of access to our individual temporality. Our listening focuses heavily,
sometimes exclusively, on listening to our own thoughts. Such unskillful “listening” leaves us:
 Clinging to our certainty
 Failing to experience and, therefore, listen from our connection with Life
 Incapable of listening to what is not said and what is not heard, and
 Failing to perceive the reality that there are no others to whom we listen.
Working with conflict day after day is extremely demanding work. Burn-out for mediators, lawyers,
judges, and conflict practitioners is pervasive. This retreat is designed to give conflict professionals time to
gain new individual conflict resolution and negotiation insights, as well as skills for resilience. Spend a
weekend with colleagues in a beautiful retreat atmosphere developing personal qualities and mindsets
needed for effective negotiation and conflict management. Increase your practical skills for regulating a
demanding practice, and develop techniques for working with highly difficult clients. Refresh, renew, and
build strong boundaries against occupational vicarious trauma.

SPACE IS LIMITED to 55 - Save your spot now by emailing:
Tracey@disputepro.com. If you have further questions please email Terri Harrington at: th@hbc-law.net

All Inclusive Price: registration, lodging and all meals!!! $445 Triple / $495 Double / $650 Single.
REGISTRATION OPENS December 15th, 2016

